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Against Our Oath - Short Synopsis
Ethical conflicts erupt for doctors as the Australian government overrides their
clinical decisions made for refugee patients. If doctors cannot follow their medical
ethics what will happen to their patients?

Against Our Oath - Medium Synopsis
Asylum seekers who arrive in Australia by boat are detained on the remote Pacific
islands of Manus and Nauru. Ethical conflicts erupt for doctors working within this
offshore system when the Australian government overrides their clinical decisions
made for refugee patients. If doctors cannot follow their medical ethics what will
happen to their patients?
This documentary gets behind the hospital doors to hear from clinicians themself
who know they must never abandon their patients. The government does not want to
follow doctors’ orders to transfer patients needing urgent medical care to Australia.
They say it will weaken Australia’s borders. Herein lies the extraordinary conflict off
medical ethics versus politics that is playing out for doctors in Australia today. How
will this conflict be resolved?
Filmed over four years in ten countries, by award winning filmmaker Heather
Kirkpatrick, this film will confront you with deep moral questions.

Photo 3: Director Heather Kirkpatrick filming paediatrician Professor David Isaacs. Credit: Kristy Dowsing

Against Our Oath - Long Synopsis
Asylum seekers who arrive in Australia by boat are detained on the remote Pacific islands
of Manus and Nauru. Ethical conflicts erupt for doctors working within this offshore
system when the Australian government overrides their clinical decisions made for
asylum seeker and refugee patients. If doctors cannot follow their medical ethics what
will happen to their patients?
Filmed over four years this documentary gets behind the hospital doors to hear from
clinicians themself, who face enormous political pressure, to act in ways that is not always
in their patient’s best interest. Doctors become morally torn as they know they must
never abandon their patients and their medical ethics.
The government believes following doctors’ requests to transfer critically ill patients to
lifesaving care in Australia would weaken Australia’s border protection system. Herein
lies the extraordinary conflict of medical ethics versus politics that is playing out for
doctors in Australia today. How will this conflict be resolved?
Professor David Isaacs advocates publicly when he witnesses Australia’s offshore system
contravening his ethical obligations. Shortly afterwards, the Border Force Act of July 2015
passes through the Australian Parliament, threatening doctors with two year jail
sentences. Many doctors are intimidated and the staff turnovers are high. Will the
doctors risk jail and speak out?
The film reflects on the origin of medical ethics going back to
Hippocrates’ Oath more than 2500 years ago on the Greek
island of Kos. The Nuremberg Doctors Trial at the end of
World War II, saw these ethics modernised by the World
Medical Association, to create the Declaration of Geneva
which doctors still use today.
First hand scenes of refugees being rescued from the
Mediterranean Sea and then travelling across Europe in
search of a safe home, interweave scenes in the film with
medical ethics as the backbone of the documentary story.
We hear first hand experiences of the living conditions on
Nauru from Syrian refugee and rap singer Ali Kharsa who
was held in the Nauru Detention Centre for two years with
his father.
Photo 4 Hippocrates Credit: H Kirkpatrick

Photo 5: Syrian Refugees arriving at Munich Central Station Credit: Heather Kirkpatrick

Medical ethics were put to the test in February 2016 when the Lady Cilento Hospital in
Brisbane, did not discharge a young child baby Asha back to Nauru after medical
treatment, as the government had demanded. The hospital’s Medical Ethics Committee
decided this would have violated their ethical principle of ‘Non-maleficence’ or ‘Do No
Harm’ as the environment on Nauru was harmful.
Tensions escalate as hundreds of Brisbane citizens surround the hospital to support the
doctors. Rumours circulate that the Australian Border Force guards will attempt to
remove Baby Asha from the hospital without the doctors’ discharge.

Photo 6: Let Them Stay campaign for baby Asha in Brisbane Credit: Heather Kirkpatrick

The President of the Australian Medical Association Brian Owler says to the media “This
is a line not to be crossed. If the medical staff can resist they should.” What becomes of
the standoff over ten days of resistance?
Other ethical conflicts play out for doctors when a delayed transfer from Manus Island for
a leg infection, saw Iranian asylum seeker Hamid Khazaie die, as he reached the Mater
Hospital in Brisbane. The Australian government must now face its first coronial inquest,
into a death related to the offshore medical system, as Hamid died in Australia and not on
Manus Island. The inner workings of the medical system face close examination after 12
deaths have occurred offshore. What will be the coroner’s findings in 2018?
In late 2018 a surprise result in a federal by-election sees independent candidate Doctor
Kerryn Phelps, a former Australian Medical Association President, win the seat as the
government loses its majority in the federal parliament. Dr Phelps is determined to see
medical ethics followed and patients transferred according to doctors’ orders. A battle
persists for months before an Urgent Medical Treatment Bill [commonly known as the
Medevac Bill] becomes law in February 2019.

Photo 7: Dr Kerryn Phelps after passing the Medevac Bill Credit: AAP/ Dan Peled

The re-elected Australian government plan to repeal the Medevac Bill in late 2019. Will
politics or medical ethics prevail? This documentary will raise confronting moral
questions for the Australian government and the medical profession within Australia.

Background Information
Medical Ethics - The Hippocratic Oath
The history of ethics for doctors worldwide began on the Greek island of Kos in Ancient
Greek times. Kos was the home of a physician by the name of Hippocrates who is
traditionally regarded as the father of medicine. Hippocrates (460 BC – 370 BC) was a
great philosopher as well as a doctor who talked about how doctors should behave.
Hippocrates most lasting legacy is the Hippocratic Oath, which became a moral guide for
physicians to follow, setting high ethical standards for the medical profession.

Medical Ethics - The Nuremberg Medical Trial 1946 -47
The Holocaust significantly influenced medical ethics that are followed today. At the end
of World War 11 leading German doctors were put on trial at the Nuremberg Medical
Trial from 1946 to 1947 at the Nuremberg Justice Palace. The German medical profession
murdered more than 400,000 patients between 1939 and 1945 in German psychiatric
centres. They also conducted an array of hideous medical experiments, many of which
caused death or serious illnesses and disabilities. As a result, the key outcomes of the
Nuremberg Doctors Trial, created the basis of modern day ethics for doctors today.
The trial made clear that the patient’s wellbeing should be the primary goal of all
physicians. The Nuremberg Code was created as a result of the trial. It states every other
goal or value like a political goal such as the ‘good of the nation’, is less important than
the wellbeing of the individual patient. Doctors must not allow politics or personal beliefs
to influence them putting their patient’s wellbeing as their highest goal.

Photo 8: Nuremberg Justice Palace, Germany where the Nuremberg Medical Trial was held.
Credit: Heather Kirkpatrick

A number of international organisations were founded including the United Nations and
the World Medical Association. The World Medical Association used the Hippocratic
Oath as a template which was modernised and secularised.
As a result the Declaration of Geneva was created in 1948 as the World Medical
Association’s first document. It provided a code of medical ethics that is still used by
physicians across the world today. As with other countries the Australian Medical
Association [AMA] has adopted the World Medical Association's Declaration of Geneva
as part of the AMA’s Code of Ethics.

The Geneva Declaration - World Medical Association

Photo 9: Geneva Declaration 2017 by World Medical Association. Credit: Heather Kirkpatrick

The Border Force Act July 2015

The Border Force Act
created by the
Australian government
in July 2015, threatened
doctors and other
workers with a two year
jail sentence, if they
spoke publicly about
what they saw within
the Australian-run
detention centres for
asylum seekers and
refugees.
Photo 10: Doctors protest against the
Border Force Act Credit: AAP David
Moir

Doctors responded immediately with
nationwide protests across the
country as they know they must be
able to speak up if they see harmful
practices affecting the wellbeing of
their patients. Their medical ethics
are bound to the obligations detailed
in the Geneva Declaration, and the
AMA’s Code of Ethics, which
significantly pre-dates Australia’s
Border Force Act. The tension
caused by the Australian government
politically over-riding doctors’
clinical decisions is a critical issue
that is examined in this feature length
documentary.

Photo 11: Stethoscope Credit: Kristy Dowsing

Director’s Statement by Heather Kirkpatrick
I became interested in the subject of medical ethics after I had read a story in the
Australian media in mid 2015, about the nationwide doctors’ protests against the Border
Force Act. This act threatened doctors with two years jail for them if they spoke out about
detention conditions they had seen.
I knew that this was an extraordinary political development. Doctors are highly respected
members of our community who must adhere to their medical ethics irrespective of their
own political or personal beliefs. I could immediately see the ethical conflict doctors
would find themselves in as a result of this act being passed. I could see that this conflict
would provide great material for a documentary story so I decided to begin making
Against Our Oath.

Photo 12: Mediterranean rescue of asylum seekers Credit: Heather Kirkpatrick

I also wanted to have some global perspective with my medical ethics documentary.
Within weeks I was filming on a Doctors without Borders rescue boat in the
Mediterranean at the height of the refugee crisis in Europe in August 2015. I was able to
film rescues of asylum seekers at sea through the eyes of doctors. I could see the narrative
of my story beginning to form. I never envisaged at that stage that the film would take
four years to make.
Dynamic events in the documentary storyline continued to unfold over these few years.
From 2014 – 2019 there was a mental health crisis in the offshore system as patients
desperately needing life-saving psychiatric care, were finally transferred under successive
Federal Court orders, and a media spotlight. By this stage 12 deaths had occurred under
the offshore system.
There was also a very public Kids Off Nauru capturing a lot of attention in Australia in
late 2018. Many children on Nauru were suffering a rare and life-threatening psychiatric
illness, known as Traumatic Withdrawal Syndrome, as a result of losing hope over the
years in offshore detention.

Photo 13: Kids on Australian run detention centre on Nauru Credit: World Vision

In recent years the medical movement was also gaining momentum with Australia’s peak
medical bodies speaking out against the government’s offshore system. The surprise byelection of Dr Kerryn Phelps in late 2018, an ex- Australian Medical Association President,
saw my filming continue until she lead the passing of a bill commonly known as the
Urgent Medical Evacuation Bill in February 2019. I had finally found an end to my film.

Photo 14: Detention Harms rally in Sydney April 2018 Credit: Kristy Dowsing

The Against Our Oath production team
Director/ Producer short biography
Heather Kirkpatrick is an award winning documentary filmmaker / journalist who
directed and produced Against Our Oath over four years since 2015. The story follows the
ethical conflicts which erupt as the government overrides the clinical decisions of doctors
working with refugees in Australia’s offshore system. Heather’s first feature film Mary
Meets Mohammad won many media awards including being a 2013 Walkley Award finalist
and the recipient of a United Nations Media Peace Prize in 2014.

Director/ Producer long biography
Heather Kirkpatrick is the Director, Producer, Writer, Camera and Soundperson for her
documentary Against Our Oath. Heather is a qualified journalist who completed a major
unit in documentary filmmaking as part of her Graduate Diploma in Journalism and
Media studied at the University of Tasmania in 2004.

Heather directed and produced her first feature documentary, Mary Meets Mohammad,
which was released in 2013. Heather received many media awards for this film including
being a 2013 Walkey Award finalist and the winner of a 2014 United Nations Media Peace
Prize.

Photo 15: Filmmaker Heather Kirkpatrick Credit: Adrienne Andrews

Heather spent four years making her second documentary, Against Our Oath, as a solo
filmmaker. This involved researching, writing, directing and producing as well as
operating both camera and sound recording. Heather has travelled around the world
twice to obtain interviews and follow events in the midst of millions of refugees on the
move globally. She was just able to move 40kg of equipment herself whilst in production.
Countries filmed in include Australia, Italy, Greece, Hungary, Austria, Germany, Canada
and the United Kingdom.
Heather was not able to film on Nauru or Manus Island as journalists are rarely permitted
visitation. Instead she has accessed footage and stills taken on smuggled phones and
cameras from these locations. This provides audiences with a rare glimpse into
Australia’s offshore system where asylum seekers who arrive by boat are sent.

Awards and recognitions for Heather’s first feature documentary
Mary Meets Mohammad include:
•
•
•
•

Walkley Award Finalist Documentary 2013 for excellence in journalism
Winner United Nations Media Peace Prize – Special Award for Promotion of
Multicultural Issues 2014
Winner 2014 Migration Institute of Australia – Outstanding Coverage of
Migration in the Media

•
•
•
•
•
•

F4 Outstanding Documentary Talent Award finalist – Australian International
Documentary Conference 2013
Tasmanian Media Awards Winner – Best Feature, Documentary or Current
Affairs 2014
Winner Australia Day Council Award 2013 for Promotion of Muslim and NonMuslim Understanding
Finalist Australian Migration Council Media Award 2014 – Television
Nomination Best Documentary Director – Australian Directors Guild 2014
Winner Tasmanian Community Awards – Heather & Christopher Chong
Outstanding Achiever Award 2013

•

	
  

Photos 16 & 17 The 2013 Walkley Award night Credits: Kristy Dowsing

Before filmmaking Heather spent many years working as a professional outdoor
instructor leading expeditions on every continent. This saw her climbing high mountains,
raft guiding and leading three month long leadership courses in the world’s most remote
wilderness regions. Heather spent seven seasons teaching field survival skills in
Antarctica for the Australian Antarctic Division. She has also worked as an emergency
logistician, coordinating helicopter logistics as food was delivered to flood victims, in
Pakistan in 2010. Heather’s worldwide travels inspired her to study postgraduate
journalism in 2004 after earlier degrees in Science and Outdoor Education.

Editors
Filmmaker Heather Kirkpatrick spent three and a half years filming and then a year in the
edit suite. She reduced more than 160 hours of interviews and action footage to a few
hours on the edit timeline. With the additional expertise of highly awarded editor Ray
Thomas consulting from Sydney, Heather and Ray crafted the story into the final 96
minute feature film.
The final film would never have been
possible without the extraordinary
storytelling and editing genius that
Ray Thomas brought to the project.
Ray Thomas has AFI awards and more
than 35 years experience editing
documentaries with Australia’s leading
filmmakers.
Photo 18: Co- Editor Ray Thomas Credit: Supplied

Researchers and Archival Support
The filmmaker is grateful for superb research into the history of medical ethics by leading
German documentary researcher Tilmann Schonecker. Tilmann’s work was invaluable
towards arranging interviews with some of the world’s leading WW II medical historians
including Professor Paul Wiendling from Oxford in the United Kingdom, and Professor
Volker Roelcke, Dr Frank Schneider and Dr Florian Bruns in Germany.
The filmmaker is also grateful for staff support and archival permissions from:
The Institute for the History and Ethics of Medicine – Berlin, Germany
The Nuremberg Trials Memorial, Germany
Memorial Hadamar, Germany
The Steven Spielberg Film and Video Archive
The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
The World Medical Association
The Australian Medical Association
The German Association for Psychiatry and Psychotherapy

Post-production credits
Publicity, stills and graphic design: Kristy Dowsing Photography
Post production sound: Mike Gissing, Digital City Studios
Colour grading: Mike Sampey
Music: The Audio Network, Ali Kharsa
Motion Graphics: Benjamin Nelan, Matt Woodham and Chris Rees

Grantmakers
Waratah Films has been very grateful for financial support from:
A4 Grants, Bellendena Grants and the Religious of Queensland Social Justice Grant.
Waratah Films also
fundraised $72, 631
through the Chuffed
crowd-fund
platform. This put
Against Our Oath
in the top few
Australian
documentaries to
ever to raise this
amount. The
filmmaker is very
grateful to all the
Chuffed supporters.

Photo 19: Lifejackets on Lesvos beach, Greece. Credit: Heather Kirkpatrick

Distribution and Screenings
Australian and New Zealand Territories

Distributor Waratah Films is currently securing cinema premieres and community
screenings across Australia in late October. These screenings will be displayed on the
Against Our Oath website under the Screenings tab shortly.
Community events will see a diversity of screenings hosts from the medical, health,
refugee, education and legal sectors. The health and medical communities will be a
particular niche audience to the documentary. Q & A panels will regularly follow
community screenings, often with a doctor or health professional, to answer ethical and
other questions raised in the film.
The documentary will also be of international interest with the global themes of medical
ethics and refugees within the film. International screenings and distribution will be
sought in early 2020.
The film will also be available online in November through the website:
www.againstouroath.com
DVD and Blu Ray versions of the film will also be available for purchase off the website in
late 2019. A Study Guide to accompany the film will be available in 2020.
Other distribution territories are open to negotiation.

Photo 20: Waratah Films screening in Hobart Credit: Paul Hoelen

Press Reviews
The film has only just been completed so currently there are no Press Reviews. When
film reviews and media articles have been made on the documentary they will be added to
this Press Kit.

Contact
Please contact Producer / Director Heather Kirkpatrick if you require an interview or
higher resolution images contained in this Press Kit.! Please refer to Photo No’s used in
the Press Kit. Photo Credits to be given or permissions sought are tabled in the final
Appendix on last page of this Press Kit.
Email: heather@againstouroath.com
Mobile: (+61) 0481 239 466
Against Our Oath website: www.againstouroath.com
Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/againstouroath/?modal=admin_todo_tour
Watch Against our Oath Trailer: https://vimeo.com/320417458

Photo 21: Filmmaker Heather Kirkpatrick with Syrian child on
Mediterranean rescue boat. Credit: Russell Hawkins
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